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Currently, for solving a wide class applications
tasks based on remote sensing data a variety of
search methods (SM) are used for different kinds
of objects [1,2] in arrays of heterogeneous “big
map data” (HBMD) [3].
SM, based on statistical, structural-statistical
and algebraic structural review methods of the
search space is used to truncate the search space,
reducing the complexity of the algorithms which
can have structural, temporal and statistical
characteristics of the space and the search object.
In [4-5] the particular application the
metagrammar theory (MG) is discussed for
searching and recognition objects in large arrays
of complex data in the framework of structural
algebraic approach. At the same time, questions
of application metagrammars methods for search
various types of structured data objects in a
dynamically replenished large arrays of diverse
map data in the prior art were not considered.
In order to fill this gap the features of the
application of the most promising classes
metagrammatics methods to deal with this rather
new and complex class of searching problems are
discussed in the report.
A common feature of these methods is the use
of models and metagrammar methods oriented
on recognition and management review of the
search space. The metagrammar subclass based on
models linked to the grammatical network (GN)
systems production rules in a single recursive
form describing the lexical, syntactic and semantic
structure of the object and the search space is
isolated. It is suggested to combine the developed
models into a single form which can be represented
in the following general way:
GГО = <{{GОПi}{GППk}, {Hmn},F>,
{GОПi}{GППk} — the set of a certain type of
GN (in most cases — stochastic fuzzy attribute or
attribute) describing the objects and the search space,

F — set of coordination rules GN, determining,
as a network, the rules of coordination between GS
(a certain kind of control and generating mappings
between GN);
{Hmn} — set of matching rules for grammars
included in the above private GN.
The report covers the features of the application,
developed methods to parse metagrammatics as a
procedural framework of the proposed methods of
search. The possibility of usage of structural and
statistical features in models of heterogeneous
metagrammar cartographically referenced data and
remote sensing data source, implement effective
procedures for parsing MG to control the direction
of interconnected by layers of cells and structures
enumeration of the search space .
The concrete examples of the search methods
based on MG-formalisms and methods of parsing
are observed. In comparison with existing methods
on specific tasks MG method is more effective
in 3.4-4.2 times while maintaining the required
parameters the of risk and increase not more than
1.2-1.3 times in the complexity of the search
algorithms.
All this leads to the conclusion about the
perspectives of further development metagrammars
search methods and their application for specific
tasks of searching in a big data arrays of cartographic
information.
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